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Abstract: The change in concentration and secretion of Growth Hormone (GH) with respect to the intensity,
duration and type of exercise has been the topic of several studies from various perspectives. The goal of this
investigation was to study the effects of exhaustive endurance (E), Intensive Resistance (R) and combined
exercise (C) on the level of GH in active men. For this purpose, fifteen young, healthy and active men (mean age
of 23±1.60 yr, height 174±3.75 cm, weight 69±8.74 kg) were selected by the method of available sampling. The
participants performed each type of exercises in three different days in a 7-day period respectively. The blood
samples of the participants were gathered before, immediately after and 20 minutes after the exercise. Analysis
of variance (ANOVA) and Scheffe post hoc test and the paired t-test were used to analyze the data. Significant
level was set at 0.05. The results of this study showed that the secretion of GH immediately and 20 minutes after
the (E) and (C) exercises and immediately after the (R) exercise significantly increased in comparison with those
quantities before the exercises ("=0.01). The mean and standard deviation before three types of exercise were
(0.18 ± 0.14) and after the exercise were E = (6.13 ± 2.96), R = (0.29 ± 0.18), C = (7.40 ± 3.39) at "= 0.01 while the
secretion  of GH 20 minutes after the (R) exercise did not show any significant increase ("=0.05). The results
20 minutes after the exercises were E = (8.44 ± 2.85), R = (0.26 ± 0.16), C = (7.03 ± 3.65) (" = 0.05). In addition,
there was a significant difference in post experiment value of GH between the exercise protocols of R and C, R
and E immediately after and 20 minutes after the exercise. In conclusion, the concentration of GH in active
individuals was affected by the type of exercise performed with the superiority of the combined exercise.

Key words: Exhaustive Endurance Exercises % Intensive Resistance Exercises % Combined Exercises % Growth
Hormone

INTRODUCTION growth process became clearer. Further studies showed
that exercise, similar to sleep, is an effective stimulant that

The changes in the concentration of plasma causes the secretion of GH. Due to its anabolic effects,
hormones with respect to exercise have always been the exercise can probably increase muscle mass, decrease
focus of study by researchers due to their anabolic and body fat and cause other physiologic and anabolic effects
physiologic importance. When exercising, the nervous in growth of the body [2]. Follow-up studies tried to show
and hormone systems are controlled and regulated by a the therapeutic effects of exercise on the secretion of GH
stimulating and inhibiting mechanism. After starting the [3], differences in age, sex and body composition [4], the
exercise process, some stimulating signals are sent from effect of exercise on the secretion of GH in 24-hour daily
the moving limbs to the central nervous system and periods [5], the effect of altitude and attenuated air in the
through the afferent nerves in active muscles to the secretion of GH [6], the difference between the athletes
endocrine systems. Based on the intensity, duration and and non-athletes in various ages [7] and finally to identify
type of the physical activity, there will be different the effect of the intensity, type and duration of exercise
hormone responses [1]. on the secretion of GH. The relationship between the

Along with the increasing number of researches intensity, duration and type of physical activity with the
during the middle of the twentieth century, the role of the secretion of GH is one of the topics that have been
two nervous and endocrine systems in regulating the studied  from  different  perspectives  [7,  3,  8]. Roth et al.,
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(1963) and then Hunter and Greenwood (1965) conducted and sub-maximal weight lifting exercises had some various
the first studies on the effects of exercise on the secretion results with respect to the increase in GH; Goter et al.,
of GH [9]. The research by Shepherd and Sidney (1975) (2003) concluded that weight lifting exercises with high
was the start of a breakthrough in this area. Their research intensity did not have any significant effect on secretion
showed an increase in the level of GH secretion during an of GH after an exercise session, but if this exercise was
exercise period and this increase started earlier by high followed by a lower intensity exercise and lifting
intensity activities [3]. Nauyen et al., (1984) concluded continued to the level of exhaustion, the secretion of GH
that the increase in GH after a maximal exercise in significantly increased [1]. Hakinen (2001), Bosco (2000)
comparison with a sub-maximal exercise was higher [4]. and Williams (2002) arrived at similar conclusions with
Other researchers tried to measure different percentages respect to GH responses to intensive and low frequency
of exercise intensity on exercise bicycles. The results exercises and concluded that this type of exercise had no
showed that concentration of GH, immediately after considerable effect on the secretion of GH [17, 18]. On the
activities of 75% and 90% intensity of VO in other hand, Takano et al., (2005) noticed that power2max 

comparison with activities of 50% intensity, showed a exercises with low intensity (20% 1 RM) with high
significant increase [10]. Lassare et al., (1974) reported frequency (more than 30 times) and to the level of
that the peak of GH secretion happened between 15 and exhaustion increased the secretion of GH [5]. Gotshalk et
30 minutes after the physical activity [11]. Investigators al., (2005) concluded that the volume of muscles involved
studied the effects of maximum and sub-maximal intensity in power exercise programs was one of the important
in young athletes and non-athletes and concluded that factors in acute response to GH [19]. Linnamo et al.,
the level of GH had a significant increase in both groups. (2005) studied the reaction of three types of different
Furthermore, the increase in the secretion was higher in resistance exercises in men and women. The results
non-athlete group during the sub-maximal activity in showed that the concentration of GH after a heavy and
comparison with the athlete group [7]. Pritzlaff (1999) also maximum session of resistance exercise increased in both
reported that the level of GH secretion gradually increased men and women. However, the increase was higher in men
in accordance with an increase in the intensity of the than in women. They concluded that the anabolic
exercise [6]. The relationship between the intensity, hormones like GH will cause protein synthesis and fat
duration and type of physical activity with the secretion oxidation. After a heavy session of resistance exercise,
of GH is one of the controversial topics that have been this is the reaction that the body shows towards this type
studied from different views [6]. Silverman and Mazzeo of exercise [20]. Smilios et al., (2006) studied the GH
(1996) concluded that older individuals have the same response after a power and endurance exercise protocol.
hormonal responses as young and middle-aged The results showed that exercises with low intensity and
individuals [12]. Buyukyazi et al., (2003) studied the high frequency (muscle endurance) cause GH secretion
effects of interval and non-stop running exercises in right after an exercise session [21]. Kate et al., (2008)
young athletes and concluded that exercise had a similar studied the effect of different exercise stimuli in young
effect on the secretion of GH [13, 12]. and middle-aged men on the secretion of GH. The results

Resistance exercise is another part of our research on showed that there was not any significant difference in
GH. Sadeghi Boroojerdi (1388; i.e., 2009) came to this GH concentration between different exercise periods; but
conclusion that the secretion of GH in both of these in young men, endurance exercises followed by fast
exercise programs with different intensities and different exercises had the highest GH response [22].
time intervals between the exercise sessions increased;  In general, it can be concluded that the GH response
however, the increase in resistance exercises with short can be different with respect to intensive exercises,
break periods (1 minute) was 15% more than resistance duration and type of exercise. The research findings in
exercises  with  long  break  periods  (3 minutes) [7]. this area are somewhat contradictory. It seems that an
Sedghi et al., (1388; i.e, 2009) studied the GH response to exercise with intensity lower than 50% VO is not an
contraction activities of introvert, extrovert and appropriate stimulus for an increase in GH, but there is no
introvert/extrovert and concluded that the increase in GH agreement on the minimum time required for GH response.
was significant only in introvert and introvert/extrovert The researchers agreed on the fact that exercise like sleep,
[9]. Kreamer et al., (1992), Hakinen and Pakarinan (1993), oxygen deficit and hunger can be a considerable stimulus
Eubank (1994) and Raastad et al., (2000) reached some for GH and can be a good substitute for drugs that
contradictory results in this area [14, 6, 15, 16]. Maximal compensate for the GH deficit [4, 23, 16, 20]. Therefore, the

2max 
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goal of the present study was to compare the effects of Resistance Exercise: At first, the 1RM of the participants
intensity and type of activity of three types of exhaustive was  measured.  Based  on  these results, chest press,
endurance, resistance and combined exercises on the pull-up, leg press, bicep curl and gastrocnemius exercises
secretion of GH. were performed in the same order by every subject. An

MATERIALS AND METHODS this study to reflect each person’s maximal point. The

The statistical population of this research included method and with 55, 75, 85 and 100% of the maximal point.
young healthy and active men. To select the sample for The break interval between the exercise movements was
this research, the available sample method was used. To around 1-2 minutes.
select the sample in an appropriate manner, a
questionnaire was prepared and distributed among the Combined Exercise: The combined exercise in this
participants. After a careful examination of the research was a combination of resistance and power
questionnaires, 15 young, healthy active men who had a exercises which was designed in the form of a circuit,
regular exercise program for the past two years were cyclic exercise in two sequential sections. After a 10-
randomly selected. Prior to the beginning of the research, minute warm-up session, the combined exercise was
the participants signed the consent forms to acknowledge conducted.  The stages of this exercise included lying
their awareness of the stages of the research. pull-ups (20 seconds), hurdle step (five 40-cm hurdles,

Data Collection Method: Each of the participants sitting with a medicine ball (30 seconds), chest press with
performed three types of exercise in three different days a 30-kg barbell (1*8*30 kg), leg press (1*8*60 kg), back
with a time interval of seven days between each session fillet moves (15 repetitions), shin exercise (1* 8*40 kg),
and for a period of two hours for each exercise session. zigzag jump over the hurdle (20 repetitions) and finally a
The exercise sessions were performed between 9-11 a.m. 6 by 10 meter running.
The exercises were performed on a track and field stadium
and in an indoor gym with temperatures between 23-30 The Blood Samples Analysis: The blood samples were
degrees Celsius. The participants had warm-up activities gathered during the warm-up, immediately following and
for 10 minutes prior to the start of their exercise sessions. 20 minutes after the end of the exercise session. It seems
The blood samples were gathered before the warm-up that during this interval, the level of GH in response to the
session and immediately after the exercise sessions. Also, exercise is almost at maximum [6, 15]. The GH was
considering the researcher’s recommendations, the measured by the Radium Kit using the enzyme-based
participants avoided any kind of sport activities 24 hours immunologic absorption method (ELISA). Repetitive
prior to the exercise session and were prohibited from measurements, variance analysis test and the Scheffe post
eating food, or taking drugs or drinking for eight hours hoc test were used in this research (p<0.05). The normality
(starting from midnight). of the distribution of the data was obtained by

The Research Protocol and the Methods:
Exhaustive Endurance Exercise: The exhaustive RESULTS
endurance exercise in this research was the Bulk field
exercise which is more enduring than the aerobic exercises In Table 1, the characteristics of the sample can be
and has a high validity for maximum oxygen consumption observed.
[4]. After a 10-minute warm-up session, the participants Fig.  1  shows  the highest level of GH in the
ran for 15 minutes. In order to reach their maximal heart combined  exercise  (C)  and exhaustive endurance
beat, the participants were asked to strive to reach an exercise (E) groups. In addition, the mean GH immediately
exhaustion level in their exercise sessions so that their after  the  exercise  was  higher  in combined exercise
heart beat was higher than 190 beats per minute. The group (C) than in exhaustive endurance exercise (E)
participants’ heart beats were measured by Polar group. The GH values, 20 minutes after exercise, was
(characteristics). If the participant did not express higher in exhaustive resistance exercise group (E) than in
impotence to continue the exercise activity, the end of the combined exercise group (C). The values of GH after
exercise session (after 15 minutes) was marked as 1RM of intensive resistance exercises (R) showed very small
the subject. changes.

exercise plan was devised for each of the participants in

resistance exercise plan was performed by pyramidal

one meter apart), push-ups (12 repetitions), lying and

Kolomogorov-Smirnov test.
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Table 1: The characteristics of the sample

Age (yr) Height (cm) Weight (kg) Body Fat (0/0) BMI (kg/m )2

Mean±SD 23±1.60 173.93±3.75 69±8.74 14.19±3.21 22.74±2.12

Fig. 1: The level of GH concentration (GH ng/ml) in all three types of Exhaustive Endurance (E), Intensive Resistance
(R) and Combined (C) Exercises (before, immediately and 20 minutes after the exercise sessions)

The results showed that one session of exhaustive This increase was higher for combined exercise (C) than
endurance exercise significantly increased the secretion for the exhaustive endurance exercise (E). Despite this
of GH immediately (t  =7.88, P=0.001) and 20 minutes fact, there was no statistically significant difference(14)

after the exercise in comparison with before the exercise between the two exercises. Furthermore, a significant
(t  =11.2, P=0.001). However, no significant changes difference in the secretion of GH was observed 20 minutes(14)

were observed in the secretion of GH 20 minutes after the after one session of exhaustive endurance exercise,
exercise session (t  =2.18, P=0.53). On the other hand, intensive  resistance  exercise  and  combined  exercise(14)

one session of intensive resistance exercise can (F  =39.91, "=0.001). A significant difference in the
significantly increase the secretion of GH immediately average GH values was observed 20 minutes after the
after the end of exercise session compared with before the exhaustive endurance and combined exercise in
exercise (t  =2.37, P=0.032) while no significant changes comparison with intensive resistance exercise. Moreover,(14)

were observed 20 minutes after the exercise (t  =1.59, 20 minutes after exhaustive endurance and combined(14)

P=0.13) compared with before or immediately after the exercises, the secretion of GH showed a significant
exercise (t  =0.67, P=0.13). Furthermore, one session of increase. This increase was higher in exhaustive(14)

combined exercise significantly increased the secretion of endurance exercises than in combined exercises. However,
GH immediately (t  =8.28, P=0.001) and 20 minutes after there was no significant difference between the two(14)

(t  =7.21, P=0.001) the exercise compared with before the exercise protocols.(14)

exercise (t  =0.39, P=0.01). In addition, no significant(14)

changes were observed in the level of GH immediately and DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
20 minutes after the combined exercise (t  =0.39, P=0.01).(14)

The obtained results showed a significant difference in The aim of the present study was to compare the
the secretion of GH immediately after a session of effects of three types of exercise, E, R and C on the
exhaustive endurance, intensive resistance and combined secretion of GH. The relationship between the intensity,
exercise (F  =31.79, "=0.05). There was a significant type and duration of exercise with secretion of the GH has(2, 42)

difference in the average GH immediately after exhaustive always been the focus of researchers. The results of this
endurance exercise and the combined exercise in study showed that the amounts of GH secretion
comparison to intensive resistance exercise. In addition, immediately and 20 minutes after exhaustive endurance
just after the exhaustive endurance and combined exercise exercise significantly increased. Most of the studies
sessions,  the secretion of GH significantly increased. carried  out  prior   to   this   study   have   also   shown  a

(2, 42)
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significant increase in secretion of the GH after exercise nerve system (noradrenalin) as a result of the effects of
sessions [4, 23, 24, 2, 11]. It seems that during aerobic sport activities on generative nuclei GHRH inside the
exercise activities and proportional to intensity of the hypothalamus [23, 8]. On the other hand, the results of the
exercise, the level of GH increases and stays high even current study showed that the level of GH secretion was
after the end of the exercise session. Several researches lower immediately and 20 minutes after an intensive
have shown the existence of a strong relationship resistance exercise session in comparison with exhaustive
between lactate and GH [3]. It is thought that a decrease endurance and combined exercises. One explanation for
in PH and an increase in blood and muscle lactate levels lower GH secretion after resistance exercise sessions is
during intensive exercises stimulate the metabolic that probably the participants were less prone to
receptors and these receptors in turn increase the resistance exercises than endurance exercises. Moreover,
secretion of GH by sending nervous signals from the the reason for this lower level is perhaps due to the
active muscles to adrenocortical/peptide system [1]. The increase in the preventive mass of somatostatin or the
increase in the concentration of metabolites and reduction in GHRH in hypothalamus. From a different
acidification of the inside of muscles stimulate the perspective, the duration of activity is, like the intensity
chemical receptors. Then, these receptors send the of the exercise, among the most important factors
message to the pituitary-hypothalamus system which in affecting the GH level.
turn releases anabolic hormones. Because the activation Wideman et al., (2006) pointed out that when the
of the chemical receptors during an exercise session is intensity of the exercise is continuous, the duration of the
proportional to the exercise intensity in each unit of exercise will significantly increase GH levels [26]. Other
muscle mass, therefore, the response of the anabolic researchers like Hakinen et al., (2001), Bosco et al., (2000)
hormones to the intensive exercises is different in various and Williams et al., (2002) showed that power exercises
muscle-size groups. Cramer et al., (1991) showed that are performed to obtain the maximum level of power and
intensive exercises with large muscle size groups would include high intensities and low repetitions. Furthermore,
cause a 100 times increase in GH levels [18]. On the other these power exercises can significantly increase GH
hand, the results of various studies show that resistance secretion after an exercise session [17, 6, 27]. Godfrey et
exercises like endurance exercises can affect the GH al., (2003) declared that the level of GH secretion after
levels. The current study showed that the level of GH some power exercises with moderate intensity and high
secretion after resistance exercises showed a significant repetition increased to very high levels. He referred to this
increase. Previous researches also showed an increase in phenomenon as the increase in nitric oxide (NO) and
the level of GH secretion after performing various types of lactate [28] levels. Nitric oxide is one of the most important
power exercises [22, 15, 12, 20]. In addition, some inner-cell and inter-cell transporters that has an important
researchers did not observe any increase in GH levels role in controlling the release of hormones inside the
during various resistance exercises [17, 25, 6, 26]. It seems hypothalamus/pituitary. Therefore, it seems that the nitric
that the acute hormone response to resistance exercises oxide facilitates the release of GH from the anterior
depends on the type of resistance exercise plan which in pituitary into the blood circulation system. Takarada et
turn depends on exercise intensity variables, the number al., (2000) considered the increase in the concentration of
of sessions, the number of repetitions, the break time the blood lactate as one of the reasons for the increase in
intervals, the volume of the muscles involved and the GH after some power exercises with moderate intensity
number of sessions per week. This indicates that the GH and high repetition. Moreover, they expressed that the
depends on the intensity and volume of the exercise, the increase in acidity of skeletal muscles happened because
type of contraction activity and the level of recall to other of concentration of hydrogen ions (H+) due to the effect
movement units. Cramer et al., (1991) reported that the of non-aerobic metabolism and this in turn stimulated the
acute hormone response to power exercises (10 RM in metabolic receptors and sent neural messages to the
each session) with short break time intervals (1 minute central nervous system and hypothalamus. This process
between sequential sessions) is higher than when long will finally cause the release of GH from the anterior
break time intervals (5 minutes) are used [2]. Another pituitary  [11].  Fewer researches have studied the effect
explanation for the increase of GH after power exercises is of  combined  exercises on secretion of GH. Similarly,
probably related to the increase in hypoglycemia, motion Craig et al., (1991) showed that 10 weeks of sport exercise
crust stimulating effect and the activity of the sympathetic did not change the GH response to one session of activity
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